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Component 2 2018 Question 1 D

C2 2018: Question 1(d)

Read through the three examples below and record your first impressions of 
each response. 

Can you see any ways to improve them?

Example 1

The extract combines the use of a polysyndetic list shown by multiple conjunctions with the 
superfluous use of commas. In present day we use subheadings such as ‘How is it made’ to inform 
the reader and then use bullet points instead of repeating ‘and’. It also uses inverted syntax, an 
example being ‘much of fruit’. The grammatical structure of the extract is very jumbled and unclear. 
There is capitalisation of ordinary nouns like ‘Water’.  

Example 2

As this period is before Lowth’s rule book on grammar, inverted syntax is used such as “and drunk 
generally throughout …”. The adverb generally today would be before the verb. As punctuation was 
loose during Early Modern English, a conjunction is used after a semi-colon to introduce a subordinate 
clause, “cold and Dry; and though it be …”. Here the semi-colon is simply not needed. As sentence 
structure was more complex, as this period is before wide-spread regularisation, a determiner is 
used (‘the’) before the pronoun ‘which’, which is lengthy and unnecessary.  

Example 3

The extract is frequented with multiple examples of random capitalisation of concrete nouns such as 
“Coffee” and “Fruit”. It is an archaic feature in which writers choose to signify an objects importance 
with random, non-standard capitalisation. The suffix ‘th’ in ‘groweth’ is also an archaic grammatical 
feature of EME, used to indicate the past tense verb ‘grew’. Multiple clauses, such as ‘innocent thing, 
… Drink, … Oven …’ was also a feature of EME, as comma splicing often created the ornate style 
acknowledged in the era, as well as a lack of punctuation and grammar rules (via standardisation).  
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Answers
Example 1
                                            not a distinctive EME feature
The extract combines the use of a polysyndetic list shown by multiple conjunctions with the 
                                                                                      lacks linguistic explanation
superfluous use of commas. In present day we use subheadings such as ‘How is it made’ to 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 					P
inform the reader and then use bullet points instead of repeating ‘and’. It also uses inverted 

syntax, an example being ‘much of fruit’. The grammatical structure of the extract is very 
vague/inaccurate	 			P	 	 	 	P

jumbled and unclear. There is capitalisation of ordinary nouns like ‘Water’. 

Strengths

• There is a valid reference to inverted syntax.

• The description of random capitalisation is relevant with an appropriate example and valid 
labelling of the word class.

Areas for improvement

• Polysyndetic listing is not distinctive to EME and no example is provided.   

• The discussion of PDE graphological features is observational and does not demonstrate 
linguistic knowledge. It loses focus on the EME extract. 

• The example of inverted syntax is not described linguistically.
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Example 2

		 	 	 	 	 	 	 							P
As this period is before Lowth’s rule book on grammar, inverted syntax is used such as “and 
										 	 	 				P
drunk generally throughout …”. The adverb generally today would be before the verb. As 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		P
punctuation was loose during Early Modern English, a conjunction is used after a semi-colon 
	 	 								P
to introduce a subordinate clause, “cold and Dry; and though it be …”. Here the semi-colon 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		P
is simply not needed. As sentence structure was more complex, as this period is before 
		 	 	 	 		 P		 	 correct	use	of	terms
wide-spread regularisation, a determiner is used (‘the’) before the pronoun ‘which’, which is  

lengthy and unnecessary.  

Strengths

• Three sensible points are made about key EME language features.

• Examples are well chosen and appropriate terminology is used to support each point. 

Areas for improvement

• References to language change concepts are not needed in (d).  
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Example 3
	 	 	 	 	 														 P	 	 	 	P

The extract is frequented with multiple examples of random capitalisation of concrete nouns 

such as “Coffee” and “Fruit”. It is an archaic feature in which writers choose to signify an 
																																																																																																													repeating	points	from	(c)
objects importance with random, non-standard capitalisation. The suffix ‘th’ in ‘groweth’ is 
                                                                                                               X                    X
also an archaic grammatical feature of EME, used to indicate the past tense verb ‘grew’. 
	P		 	 	 						example	does	not	show	clauses
Multiple clauses, such as ‘innocent thing, … Drink, … Oven …’ was also a feature of EME, 
                X
as comma splicing often created the ornate style acknowledged in the era, as well as a lack 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 			 										P
of punctuation and grammar rules (via standardisation).  There is no possessive  
																									no	reference	to	form	i.e.	noun	phrase
apostrophe in ‘The Turks drink’.  

Strengths

• Three sensible points are made about key EME language features.

• One example is described using appropriate terminology.

Areas for improvement

• The point about the semantic importance of words with random capitalisation is valid, but 
the marks have already been awarded. This could be a useful point to make in the language 
change essay. 

• Repetition of points from (c) about grammatical form are not relevant in (d).

• Examples cited to demonstrate the multi-clause structure of EME sentences need to contain 
evidence of clauses i.e. verbs need to be quoted.

• The frequent use of commas to guide the reader through multiple subordinate clauses is not 
comma splicing – this describes the use of commas between two main clauses. 

• References to language change concepts (e.g. standardisation) are not needed in (d).  

• Examples cited need to be described using appropriate terminology.


